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ORSA – 2016 and Beyond



A quick look back …
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• ICP 16 requires regulators worldwide to encourage strong ERM practices.  In response, many 
regulatory regimes have enacted ORSA requirements.

• Regulatory guidance emphasizes that ORSA is an ongoing key management process, not a 
regulatory reporting requirement. 

• Companies working to strike a balance between reporting impactful, actionable information for 
business leaders and the Board and providing additional explanatory context necessary for 
communication with regulators.

ORSA Process ORSA Summary Report

• Periodic, ongoing assessment of risk and capital 
adequacy (at least annually)

• Periodic reporting of the results of 
internal ORSA processes

• Linked to the business and strategic planning 
processes

• In US, provided to the Board

• Filed with lead state regulator in 2015• Guided by a clearly articulated risk appetite 
framework (appetite, tolerances, and limits)

• Strong governance over ORSA processes

• Clear communication of ORSA results to 
management and the Board



A quick look back …
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The ORSA Summary Report should be unique for each insurer representing the insurer’s business, 
strategy and approach to ERM. 

• Provides a summary of an insurer’s risk management framework & policies, including:
– Risk culture and governance
– Risk identification and prioritization
– Risk appetite, tolerances and limits
– Risk management and controls
– Risk reporting and communication

Section 1
Risk Management 

Framework

• Documents management’s quantitative assessment (or qualitative assessment where 
quantitative assessment is not feasible) of risk exposures in normal and stressed environments
– Details of risks identified, measurement approaches used and mitigation activities
– Quantification of risk for each major risk category
– Outcomes of plausible adverse scenarios

Section 2
Risk Exposure 

Assessment

• Describes how the assessment of risk is used to determine the financial resources the company 
requires to achieve its business objectives over its business planning period, considering 
normal and stressed conditions

• The insurer should have a robust capital assessment capability that supports its management 
of risk over the planning time horizon in line with its stated risk appetite

Section 3
Group Risk Capital & 
Prospective Solvency 

Assessment



Looking ahead – ORSA 2016 and beyond
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Improve

Not fully implemented:
• Risk appetite framework

– alignment with business 
objectives and coherent

• Forward looking 
assessments -
demonstration of links to 
strategy and managements 
response

• Stress testing – including 
linkages to risk drivers

• Documentation – process 
and controls

Refine

Needing enhancement:
• Alignment between risk 

and capital
• Tolerances and limits for 

each key risk with related 
assessments

• Enhanced descriptions of 
underlying processes and 
controls

• Each insurer, addressing 
shared lists of identified 
refinements - processes, 
tools, and controls

Communicate

Needing maturity:
• Management reporting at 

all management levels, 
including “line” leaders

• Improving balance 
between regulatory and 
internal reporting

• Maturity of ORSA 
Summary Report – extract 
background information to 
separate documents, 
enhance focus on Sections 
2 and 3
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Risk Management 
Strategy
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Strategy is

“a pattern in a stream of decisions”

Henry Mintzberg



Business Planning
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Goals & 
Objectives

Strategy

TacticsActions

Monitoring



ERM Objective
Risk Trajectory

 Many different ways of saying a risk strategy - driven by 
different approach to risks
– Grow Risk – increase risks faster than capital
– Manage – balance risk growth and surplus growth
– Grow Capacity – increase capital faster than risk
– Diversify – if you cannot be sure which of the above is 

best



Risk strategy 
examples

Risk category Sample risk strategy
Catastrophe Tight control of aggregate
Underwriting risk Calibrated pricing
Reserve Conservatism in reserve setting
Credit Minimize exposure
Equity Take when there is excess capacity
Interest rate ALM with intention to minimize
Operational Minimize via cost/benefit analysis
Strategic Maintain A.M. Best rating
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Definition of 
Risk Strategy
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• For an individual risk, the Risk Strategy is the choice to 
either Exploit, Manage, Minimize, or Avoid, the risk.  

• For a firm, the Risk Strategy will be: 
– the methods used to determine which of the four 

approaches would be applied to each risk that the firm 
might be exposed to, and, 

– the process the firm will use to make their future decisions 
to continue with, or, change their choice of approach, 
considering changes in the firm’s needs and an evolving  
risk environment. 



Disclaimer
 This analysis has been prepared by Willis Limited and/or Willis Re Inc (“Willis Re”) on condition that it shall be treated as strictly confidential and 

shall not be communicated in whole, in part, or in summary to any third party without written consent from Willis Re.
 Willis Re has relied upon data from public and/or other sources when preparing this analysis.  No attempt has been made to verify 

independently the accuracy of this data.  Willis Re does not represent or otherwise guarantee the accuracy or completeness of such data nor 
assume responsibility for the result of any error or omission in the data or other materials gathered from any source in the preparation of this 
analysis.  Willis Re, its parent companies, sister companies, subsidiaries and affiliates (hereinafter “Willis”) shall have no liability in connection 
with any results, including, without limitation, those arising from based upon or in connection with errors, omissions, inaccuracies, or 
inadequacies associated with the data or arising from, based upon or in connection with any methodologies used or applied by Willis Re in 
producing this analysis or any results contained herein.  Willis expressly disclaims any and all liability arising from, based upon or in connection 
with this analysis.  Willis assumes no duty in contract, tort or otherwise to any party arising from, based upon or in connection with this report, 
and no party should expect Willis to owe it any such duty. 

 There are many uncertainties inherent in this analysis including, but not limited to, issues such as limitations in the available data, reliance on 
client data and outside data sources, the underlying volatility of loss and other random processes, uncertainties that characterize the application 
of professional judgment in estimates and assumptions, etc.  Ultimate losses, liabilities and claims depend upon future contingent events, 
including but not limited to unanticipated changes in inflation, laws, and regulations.  As a result of these uncertainties, the actual outcomes 
could vary significantly from Willis Re’s estimates in either direction.  Willis makes no representation about and does not guarantee the outcome, 
results, success, or profitability of any insurance or reinsurance program or venture, whether or not the analyses or conclusions contained herein 
apply to such program or venture.

 Willis does not recommend making decisions based solely on the information contained in this report.  Rather, this report should be viewed as a 
supplement to other information, including specific business practice, claims experience, and financial situation.  Independent professional 
advisors should be consulted with respect to the issues and conclusions presented herein and their possible application.  Willis makes no 
representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of this document and its contents.  

 This analysis is not intended to be a complete actuarial communication.  A complete communication can be provided upon request. Willis Re 
actuaries are available to answer questions about this analysis.

 Willis does not provide legal, accounting, or tax advice.  This analysis does not constitute, is not intended to provide, and should not be 
construed as such advice. Qualified advisers should be consulted in these areas.

 Willis makes no representation, does not guarantee and assumes no liability for the accuracy or completeness of, or any results obtained by 
application of, this analysis and conclusions provided herein.

 Where data is supplied by way of CD or other electronic format, Willis accepts no liability for any loss or damage caused to the Recipient directly 
or indirectly through use of any such CD or other electronic format, even where caused by negligence.  Without limitation, Willis shall not be 
liable for: loss or corruption of data, damage to any computer or communications system, indirect or consequential losses.  The Recipient should 
take proper precautions to prevent loss or damage – including the use of a virus checker.

 This limitation of liability does not apply to losses or damage caused by death, personal injury, dishonesty or any other liability which cannot be 
excluded by law.  

 Acceptance of this document shall be deemed agreement to the above.
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ERM is NOT “Just” Modeling

Risk Governance, 
Controls & 

Compliance

Risk 
Identification
& Profiles

Risk Strategy 
Appetite &
Tolerances

Risk Measurement 
&Modeling

Risk 
Data & 

InfrastructureRisk 
Limits & 

Monitoring

Capital & 
Business 

Management

How much 
risk are we willing 
to take?

How do we insure 
that we have the 
right information to 
manage risk?

What are we doing 
about the risks 

(both upside and 
downside)?

How well do we 
control/exploit 

the risks?

How good are we at 
overseeing risk-
taking?

How do we 
determine the size 
and scope 
of the risks?

towerswatson.com



ERM Framework

Qualitative 
Components

ERM is NOT “Just” Modeling

Modeling
ORSA Pricing
Risk Monitoring Underwriting
ECM Reserving
Etc. Etc.

towerswatson.com



ERM is NOT “Just” Modeling

Enterprise Risk Management

Modeling Framework

Risk App
Risk Tol
MRM
etc.

ORSA
Risk Mon
Risk Lims
ECM etc.

towerswatson.com



ERM is NOT “Just” Modeling - Example
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Business Decisions

 Acquisition
 Expand into New Line of Business
 Share Buyback
 Increase Equity Investments
 Reinsurance Purchasing
 Modernize Major IT System



Risk Management &
Acquisition

Three Risk Management Questions:

21

How does the acquisition impact Risk Profile?

• Does it increase concentration of risk or increase diversification?

How will you manage the risks of the new combined 
operation?
• Capacity and Expertise

How will you manage the transition?

• Making sure that risk taking does not go out of control during
the transition



Risk Management &
New Line of Business

 Preparing for Success
– What if Sales grow as much or more than hoped for?

22

Capital
• Best to have a multi 

source plan
‒ Retained Earnings 
‒ Reinsurance
‒ Surplus Notes
‒ New Capital

ORSA Process can 
help to establish needs

Operations
• Can human and 

computer systems 
handle higher 
volumes?

KRIs and Risk Control 
Cycle need to be 
sensitive to 
overcapacity

Risk Management
• Do RM resources 

need to expand as 
business expands?

An easy way to turn 
success into disaster 
is for risk 
management to fail to 
keep up with growth 



Risk Management &
Share Buy Back

 Capital Adequacy 
– The ORSA process can be used with a reduction in 

capital at time zero.
 Is the Share Buyback consistent with the Risk Trajectory?

– Grow Capital Faster than Risk
– Grow Risk Faster than Capital 
– Manage to maintain Risk to Capital relationship

23



Risk Management &
Increase Equities

 Risk Modelers have been increasing the assumed level of tail 
risk in Stocks
– AM Best – BCAR was 15%
– Company models commonly had risk as 20% to 25%
– Current views are around 40%

 First question from RM is: whether current view of Capital 
Adequacy and impact of Stocks on Risk Profile are at the 
right level?
– Which other risks are correlated with Equities?
– Are the short term returns seen to provide an appropriate 

return on risk? 24



Risk Management &
Reinsurance

25

Group

Entity

LOB

• Capital
• Earnings
• Perceptions

• Capital
• Earnings

• Cat loss
• Large risk loss
• “Non-core” lines

Aggregate Stop Loss

Catastrophe XOL

Risk XOL

Quota Share

Facultative

Reinsurance links to Risk Appetite at multiple levels



Risk Management &
Modernize IT Project

26

Plan Risk 
Management

Identify Risks

Evaluate 
Risks

Respond to 
Risks

Control Risks

PROJECT 
RISK MANAGEMENT



Using ERM frameworks to manage emerging risks (e.g. cyber risk)
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Thoughts on Cyber re: ERM

Emerging Risk No More
The Question is NOT “will we be breached?”
When will we be breached? (have we already been?)
How to respond
How to deploy limited resources to manage risk
Opportunity to profit by assuming risk
Typical pricing and underwriting challenges
Must manage both sides of “risk balance sheet”

towerswatson.com
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Global ORSA regulatory requirements
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ORSA 
Regulation
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U
S

Reporting 
requirement ICAAP CISSA ORSA ORSA ORSA ORSA ORSA ORSA ORSA

Effective 2013 2011 2014 2016 2015 2015 2014 2016 2015

Use of  another 
country’s ORSA 
report

No Yes No Only if 
equivalent

Yes, with 
conditions No No No Yes, with 

conditions

Frequency Annual Annual Annual Annual or 
risk profile Annual Annual Tier1, 

Annual
Annual or 
request Annual

Role of the board Approve 
ICAAP

Review 
CISSA

Review & 
challenge

Active 
participant

Approve 
ORSA

Review & 
monitor

Approve 
ORSA

Review & 
steer

Receive 
ORSA

Require stress & 
scenario testing Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Horizon for 
forward looking 
assessment

3 yrs. Planning Planning Planning 3‐5 yrs. >= 2 yrs. Planning >= 3 yrs. Planning

• ORSA regulations in place or effective in 2016 will likely lead to even greater convergence of ERM 
practices globally.



International insurance capital standard
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May/Jun 2016

Launch of 2016 Quantitative Field Testing
Publication of second ICS Consultation 
Document and ComFrame Consultation

Sep/Oct  2016
Data due for 2016 quantitative field testing
Comments due on 2nd ICS consultation

May/Jun 2017

Adoption of ICS Version 1.0 for 
confidential reporting
Launch of 2017 confidential reporting 
process Sep/Oct  2017

Data due for 2017 confidential reporting 
process

May/Jun 2018

Launch of 2018 confidential reporting 
process
Publication of ICS Version 2.0 and 
ComFrame consultation

Apr/May 2019

Sep/Oct  2018

Aug/Sep  2019
IAIS 2019 AGM

Data due for 2018 confidential reporting 
process
Comments due on ICS Version 2.0 and 
ComFrame consultation

Launch of 2019 confidential reporting 
process

Data due for 2019 confidential 
reporting processAdoption of ComFrame, including ICS 

Version 2.0

IAIS ICS Principles

• Dual objectives – policyholder 
protection and financial security

• For GSIIs and IAIGs

• Reflects all material risks

• Allows for comparability of outcomes 

• Promotes sound risk management

• Minimize inappropriate pro-cyclical 
behavior

• Strike balance between  risk 
sensitivity and simplicity

• Transparency

• Capital requirement is based on 
appropriate target criteria

December 3, 2015


